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Taking a Soil Sample 
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What a difference a week can make! We have had at least four hard frosts and the plants on my deck have 

“melted” from the cold temperatures. I need to spend one day clearing out the “rabbit patch” in the garden and 

then do some dead-heading on the herbs and perennials. 
 

Last week we talked about the importance of a soil test and I promised to provide the steps to taking a soil 

sample that include: 
 

1. Remove the top debris, residue, or turf thatch from the soil surface before taking the sample. 

2. Sample gardens, trees, shrubs, flower beds, and orchards 6 – 8 inches deep. 

3. For the lawn, lift the sod and sample 3 inches deep. 

4. Take soil cores or slices from as many places as possible to cover the entire sampling area by going 

zigzag. 

5. Sample a row crop field or garden between rows to avoid fertilizer bands. 

6. Sample when soils are suitable for spading or plowing. 

7. Take separate samples from fields that have received different fertility programs. 

8. Take separate samples from soils that are distinguishable by color (i.e. light vs. dark), drainage or other 

factors. 
 

Remember that the test results are only as good as the sample taken. It is extremely important to provide a 

representative sample to the testing lab so that a reliable test and recommendations can be made for the entire 

area. This can be accomplished by submitting a composite sample. A good representative composite sample 

should contain at least 15 cores or slices.  Sample at random in a zigzag pattern over the area and mix the 

sample together in a clean plastic bucket. 
 

More samples need to be taken if the area was recently limed or fertilized. Separate samples need to be taken 

from lawns, gardens, flower beds, or shrub borders. Separate samples should be taken from areas with 

distinctive soil types or plant performances. 
  

Be sure to break up lumps and air dry the soil at room temperature with no artificial heat. When the soil is dry 

mix well and crush soil lumps to the size of wheat grains or smaller. Take about one pint of the composite 

sample and place it in a plastic zip lock bag. Now you are ready to head to your local OSU Extension office to 

complete the final steps to send off your soil sample to be tested.  Remember to see 

http://extension.osu.edu/counties.php for a list of OSU Extension offices, their contact information, and services 

that each office offers. 
  

Are you still working on your October gardening check list? My list seems to be growing instead of shrinking! 

The cold temperatures remind us all that it won’t be long until it snows! 
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